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We consider the thermodynamic functions and the equation of state of a gas in which there is main
tained a well-defined number of atoms in a stationary state excited to the same electron energy level. 
We take into account the resonance dipole-dipole interaction only between atoms with different elec
tron energies. We develop a kind of virial expansion in powers of the small concentration of excited 
atoms for arbitrary concentrations of the non-excited atoms. The higher-order cluster integrals, up 
to and including quadrupole collisions, are taken into account. We discuss the possibility that the gas 
may split into two spatially separated phases with different relative contents of excited atoms. 

THE authors have shown earlier[ll that the resonance 
dipole-dipole interaction between molecules in different 
energy levels, which is proportional to the inverse 
cube of the distance between them, may contribute to 
the thermodynamic functions of the gas to an appreci
ably larger degree than the usual van der Waals forces. 
Even for a small relative amount of excited molecules 
in the gas (5 to 10%), this resonance interaction leads 
to a large deviation from the ideal gas behavior under 
conditions for which the unexcited gas would be almost 
ideal. 

We considered an atomic gas in which a well-de
fined number of atoms was excited in a stationary state 
to one single energy level by means of a light source 
or some other pumping mechanism. We evaluated for 
such a gas the thermodynamic functions and the equa
tion of state in the framework of the usual theory of 
weakly imperfect gasesYl We then took into account 
only the interaction between excited and non-excited 
atoms in the binary collision approximation. 

On the basis of an extrapolation of the equation of 
state in the region of large deviations from perfect 
behavior, similar to what is usually done to give a 
theoretical basis for the van der Waals equation 
(see[ 2l), we noted in[ll the possibility of a thermody
namic instability and of the splitting of an excited gas 
into two phases with different relative contents of ex
cited atoms and subsequent condensation of one of the 
phases. 

The equation of state of the gas, obtained through 
the extrapolation of the theory beyond the framework 
in which it is applicable, is always doubtful. One must 
thus try to generalize it to the region of larger concen
trations and deviations from perfect behavior. Such an 
attempt was made by Vdovinr 3l, who obtained an equa
tion of state valid for larger deviations from perfect 
behavior than the corresponding equation inPl and ar
rived at the conclusion that a spatially uniform excited 
gas is thermodynamically unstable. 

However, this conclusion was based upon an equa
tion of state which nevertheless took into account only 
binary collision cluster integrals. This equation is 
therefore inapplicable to concentrations that are so 
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large (atmospheric pressure) that their possible insta
bility was noted inPl. 

To consider the region of those concentrations, one 
of the authors generalized in a later paperr41 the quan
tum cluster expansion method of Kahn and Uhlenbeckr 5 J 
to the case of a gas consisting of two kinds of atoms 
(excited to two different energy levels). As a result the 
equation of state of the gas was obtained by eliminating 
the parameters ~ and ~ 1 from the following three 
equations: 

P= ~bll's1s'1', 
II' 

n = L, lbu•61S'~', nl = L,z1bws1s11'. 

II' U' 

(1) 

Here nand n1 are the concentrations of the atoms 
with, respectively, electron energies € and € 1

; bzz 1 

are the cluster integrals which, when we take into ac
count only resonance dipole-dipole interactions be
tween atoms in different states of excitation, have the 
form b1o =bo1 = 1, bzo = boz 1 = 0, l, 11 > 1; 

bu = 21g~~v J dRa dRb L, [E,, -1], 

'" 

-4g1 _E[E,, -1]- 6 .E [E,,(RaRb)-1]· 
821 8111 

· L, [E,,(RcRd)-1]-12(g + g1 + gg1 ) L, [E,,, -1]}, 
Btl! '" bll'= bl'l· 

The indices l and l 1 of bzz 1 are the number of atoms 
with energies E and € 1 in the cluster of l + l 1 adjacent 
interacting atoms, 

Wszz~<Ra, Rb, ... ) is the potential energy of the nuclei 
of the l + l 1 adjacent atoms; Ra, Rb, ... are the co-
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ordinates of these nuclei, szz' the set of quantum num
bers determining the state of the cluster of l + l' ad
jacent atoms; g and g' the degrees of degeneracy of 
the levels ~ and ~', respectively; V the volume of the 
gas; T the absolute temperature multiplied by Boltz
mann's constant. Seef 4l for a definition of the bzz' with 
larger values of l and l'. We note that all cluster in
tegrals have the following properties: they vanish as 
soon as one of the particles of the cluster of l + l' ad
jacent particles goes to infinity. 

In the following we shall use Eqs. (1) and (2) to ob
tain an equation of state of a resonance excited gas for 
the case n' « n. The solution of Eq. (1), using the 
method of successive approximations assuming that 
n and n' are quantities of first order of smallness, 
leads to the following equation of state: 

p= T[n+n'- bunn' + (bu2- 2b21)(n2n' +nn"') 
- (bu3 - 3b21 bu + 3b31) (n3n' + nn'3) 

-3(bu3 -2b2Ibu + b22)n2n12 + ... ]. (3) 

This virial expansion converges well, provided 

bun~ 1, bun'~ 1. (4) 

One can, however, solve Eq. (1) assuming that only one 
of the concentrations, e.g., n', is a first-order small 
quantity, while there is no restriction on the value of 
n. We then get a virial expansion in powers of n' only. 
It has the form 

p = T[n +an'+ ~n'• + yn's + ... ], 
a= (1 +A1- B1) i (1 +AI), 

BtB1'- A~2 + AtB1B{- A 1A 2- A1B2- B12A{ + 2B1A2 
~= (1+At)" ' 

BtB{- Bt' (B1B,'- B2)- 2A3 - B8 

v= (1 +At)3 

+ 2(BtAt'- 2A2) (B1Bt'- B2- A2) 
(1 +At)' 

+ B,[At'(B1B/- B2)- B1A.' + 3A3] 2B1 (B1At'- 2A2) 2 

(1 + At) 4 (1 + At) 5 

~ ~ 

A;= .E blin1, B; = L lblinl, 
t=1 1=1 

A·'- dA; 
t- dn' 

B -'- dB; 
·-Tn· 

(5) 

We note that the equation of state (5) can be applied 
also to a gas mixture consisting of two kinds of excited 
atoms, provided only the interaction between molecules 
of a different kind is important. 

Usually the complexity of evaluating the cluster in
tegrals bzz' increases rapidly with increasing l and 
l'. It is therefore practically possible to determine the 
bzz' only for very small l, l'. For instance, inPl we 
determined only bu which corresponds to taking only 
binary collisions between equally-excited atoms into 
account. In that case we noted, however, the important 
difference of the resonance interaction (inversely pro
portional to the cube of the distance between the atoms) 
and the usual van der Waals forces which means that 
ternary and higher-order collisions play a relatively 
less important role than binary ones. 

Estimates inf3 l as well as our own estimates show 
that if 

The value of b u therefore allows us in the expansion 

(3) to determine not only the usual term in the theory 
of weakly imperfect gases, which is proportional to 
nn', but also terms proportional to n2n', nn'2, n3n', 
nn' 3 • 

Turning to the equation of state (5) we can write it 
down taking into account the binary cluster integrals 
bu, the ternary cluster integrals b21 = b12, and from 
the fourth-order cluster integrals we take into account 
only the most important one b22. It is possible to 
neglect the other cluster integrals if n satisfies the 
inequalities 

(6) 

In that case (5) becomes 

p = T {n + n' (1- b21n2)L\ 
+ n12 [ (bu2 - 2b21)n + 3(2b2Ibu- b22)n2 

+ (iOb212 + b21bu2 - b22bu)n3 + b21J2b21bu + b22)n4]L\3 + ... }, 

L\=1/(1+bun+b2In2). (7) 

If we restrict ourselves in (7) to the terms linear in 
the concentration of the excited atoms, we get an equa
tion of state which is the same as the corresponding 
result from Vdovin's paper.f3l Explicit expressions 
for bu were given in[ll and for b 21 inf4 l. We make a 
rough estimate for b22: 

( T ) 3 { Wmin } JWminJ b22 ~ r0° --- exp --- , ---> 1, 
JWminl T T 

(8) 

where ro is the closest possible distance between the 
center of atoms for which there are infinite repulsive 
forces between them (atom diameter)f1l, Wmin is the 
smallest value of the potential interaction energy of a 
quadrupolet of atoms at the closest possible distance 
of which two atoms are excited (in the dipole-dipole ap
proximation). For a linear chain of four atoms the 
dipole-dipole interaction energy is, when we take the 
interaction between all atoms into account, equal to 
W ~ -4.85 A/r~ where A is the absolute square of the 
matrix element of the dipole moment transition from 
the S-state which is the ground state to the P-state 
considered. It is possible that for other configurations 
of four atoms in contact we would have obtained a 
larger bound energy. We may thus assume that 

We can easily solve the equation of state (7) for the 
volume: 

(9) 

(10) 

We can use (10) to determine the thermodynamic po
tential <P ( p, T, x) as an integral of V( p, T, x) over p. 
The arbitrary integration constant c( T, x) can then be 
found from the condition: as p- 0, the thermody
namic potential <I>(p, T, x)- N0T[x ln x + (1- x) ln 
x ( 1 - x) + ln p j, which is the thermodynamic potential 
of the mixture of two perfect gases. As a result, when 
we take binary, ternary, and the quaternary cluster in-
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tegrals b22 into account, <P(p, T, x) takes the form 

q,J=NoT {xlnx +(1- x)ln(1- x)+ lnp- xlnl\.+ 2x' 

-x2 [ 2+3bu ~ +bu2 ~: +(b21 b1! +b22 ) ~] /\'+ ···}. (11) 

(To get (11) we have bore in mind that b~1 » b21 ,) 
At not too large a concentration n when the inequalities 

(12) 

are satisfied we can drop in the expansions (3) and (7) 
all cluster integrals bar b 11 • In that case the series 
simplify and they can be summed. We are then led to 
the equation of state first obtained in£31 by Vdovin by a 
different method: 

p = 1/2T{n + n' + bu-1 Ll' (1 +bun+ b11 n') 2 - 4bu2nn' -1]}. (13) 

It is an interesting result to have the possibility to ob
tain the equation of state in closed form (13) instead of 
as a virial expansion (even in a limited range of con
centrations); this result is the consequence of the 
specific nature of the resonance dipole-dipole interac
tion: the pair collisions cluster integral b 11 has an 
anomalously large relative magnitude. 

Using (13), it was noted correctly in[3 J that a 2ct>/Bx2 
> 0 for all x, i.e., the excited gas is stable against a 
splitting up into two phases. 

However, this conclusion, as also Eq. (13), is valid 
only for concentrations limited by inequalities (12). 
For instance, the first of them compels us to restrict 
ourselves to concentrations of the order of 1017 cm-3 , 

To study the thermodynamic stability of the gas at 
higher concentrations of 1019 to 1021 cm-3, which are 
permissible under inequalities (6), we turn to Eq. (11). 
It follows from this that 

(14) 

For concentrations satisfying the relations 

(15) 

a splitting into two phases with different relative con
tents of excited atoms would be possible (a 2ct>/ax2 < 0), 
provided 

(16) 

This inequality has not yet been discussed in the litera
ture. If we take the right-hand side of this inequality 
from[1• 41 and the left-hand side following the rough es
timate (8) we can rewrite it in the form 

( T )3 { Wmin } 4113 ( ro3T )'" { 5A } (17) --- exp --- >-- -- exp --
IWminl T 243-y3 A r03T ' 

For the values of the parameter A/rgT ~ 10, taken 
in[1' 41 this inequality starts being valid when Wmin 
< - 5.3 A/d. In that case a splitting of the excited gas 
into two spatially separated phases would be possible 
already for rather small x in the region where the 
equation of state (7 ), which was obtained without the 
above mentioned extrapolation, is valid. To check this 
statement it is necessary to evaluate b 22 more ex
actly. 
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